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this is a good device for the vechle vauxhalls! the opcom v2021 is a good device for vechle
vauxhalls. it has a lot of features and you can do many things with it such as programming

the speedo, reading faults, reading the real time data, erasing faults, reading the data in the
engine, gearbox, ignition, climate control, car alarm, service resets, what is there to say!

what's not to like? a good price for a good product! i have a vectra and i got the opcom had
a bit of a problem getting the software onto my laptop but the company helped me all the

way and even sent out a new disc incase that was the problem, i run windows 7 on the
laptop but instead of using copy as told to do so by the instructions i used copy to folder
there you can copy to the hardisc c and then download the drivers and it worked a treat

several days ago i got an error with my opcom 2014v opel diagnostic tool, when i asked help
on the forum, i found a nice friend shared the latest op-com fw 1.64, i have not tried yet

because my opcom error has not solved, i write down processes, hope these helps. acid_tin.
operational command (opcom): the authority granted to a commander to assign missions or

tasks to subordinate commanders, to deploy units, to reassign forces, and to retain or
delegate operational and/or tactical control as may be deemed necessary. although this is a
brilliant bit of kit for all vauxhalls. be warned, this wont work properly for corsa c as you will
get continuous looping (okay for all other vauxhalls cars though). sellers are selling these

with a 1.44 or 1.45 firmware and saying its the latest. yes that firmware is the latest but the
software that comes with it has not been updated for that firmware when its used on the

corsa c. the only way round this is to get the 1.39 firmware (which is actually the best
available) and flash the interface so that its running on 1.39 firmware. not for the

fainthearted though as doing it wrong will damage the interface. if you have a corsa c then
look for opcom with 1. if you have any other car in the vauxhall range then any of the

firmwares will work perfectly. its just firmware 1.45 that will not work as it should with the
corsa c.
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